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Set against the dramatic backdrop of Riyadh's impressive desert landscape, Dirab Farm is a calm sanctuary that 
features stunning natural beauty and several fun activities, such as horse riding and archery. Arrive at the 
meeting point and be transported to the Dirab Farm, where you can enjoy a brief tour of the farm and be 
introduced to the vast open spaces and facilities. Walk around stables, where you can look closely at its 
denizens - the camels and horses. You will be greeted by the gentle whinnies as you start the horse riding 
lesson. Once you feel confident enough, you will venture out on a trail horseback ride. Trot through the serene 
desert landscape and feel the wind in your hair and the warmth of the sun on your skin. Enjoy stunning sunset 
views before relaxing at the farm and enjoying the tranquil vibes. Once the experience ends, you will dropped 
back at the meeting point.

Overview
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Dirab Farm



 

Itinerary

4:00 PM - Pick-up from the meeting point
Get picked up from the meeting point and make your way to 
the Dirab Farm for an unforgettable experience that 
combines the thrill of horseback riding with the serenity of 
nature.

5:00 PM - Arrive at Dirab Farm
Arrive at Dirab Farm, where you will be warmly greeted by 
the staff. Enjoy a brief tour of the farm, which is home to 
horses and camels, and check out the available facilities. 
Take a closer look at these brilliant animals as you learn 
more about Dirab Farm's vast open spaces and prepare for 
an exciting horse riding lesson.

5:30 PM - Horse riding lesson
Under the watchful eye of your professional instructor, learn 
all the basics of horse riding, from mounting and 
dismounting to steering and controlling your horse. Get a 
taste of this gruelling sport and become an expert in riding 
this magnificent beast.
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Itinerary

5:45 PM - Start trail horseback riding
The lesson will give you all the necessary confidence to set 
out on a scenic ride inside the farm. Put your newfound 
knowledge to the test and ride your horse around the 
stunning natural setting during the golden hour. Witness a 
marvellous sunset, and don't forget to take plenty of 
pictures of this glorious moment before.

6:30 PM - Relax at the farm
After a thrilling ride, you can sit back and enjoy some time 
relaxing. Take this moment to sit back and admire the 
serenity of your surroundings before the tour ends.

10:00 PM - Drop-off at the meeting point
Your farm tour and horse riding experience have come to an 
end; you will be dropped back at the meeting point. Have a 
wonderful evening!
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Inclusions

- Tour coordinator
- Pick-up from & drop-off at the meeting point
- Dirab Farm entrance fee
- Horse riding lesson
- Snacks & drinks
- Taxes & surcharges
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Exclusions

- Hotel pick-up & drop-off
- Tour guide
- Snacks or meals not mentioned in the itinerary
- Personal expenses
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Terms & conditions

‒ For booking requests and confirmation, please send an email to 
sales@discoversaudi.sa.

‒ Bookings need to be confirmed, and the payment must be made at least 72 hours 
before the tour.

‒ If a prepayment has not been received for the tour, Discover Saudi has the right to 
not provide the services.

‒ The package includes transportation in a shared SUV with pick-up from & drop-off 
at the gathering point.

Additional information
‒ Guests must wear comfortable footwear and dress modestly.

‒ A tour guide can be provided at an additional fee.
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Cancellation policy

- Bookings are refundable up to 48 hours prior to the trip, after which they are 
strictly non-refundable.

- Tours are subject to favourable weather conditions. In case tours are halted or 
cancelled as a result of bad weather, a refund will be processed within 14 days to 
the bank account linked to the card used for the transaction.
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Discover Saudi
Discover the last frontier of travel 
with us. We look forward to 
partnering with you in creating 
unforgettable journeys!

For more information, please contact:

info@discoversaudi.sa
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